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Introduction 

We don’t know if Satoshi Nakamoto was an Asian man who liked math… but we do know one who is: 

Andrew Yang, the 2020 U.S. Presidential Candidate. The Yang Dividend Project aims to increase 

awareness of Andrew Yang, his 2020 candidacy for President of the United States, and his positions on 

the most pressing issues facing the nation and the world. 

In the not so distant future, elections will likely be on the blockchain… secure, transparent, 

decentralized. We’ve got to start somewhere, so we are taking the first step by introducing Yang 

Dividend | The Andrew Yang Coin (MATH) as the first election token. Built on the Ethereum platform for 

wider adoption, it aims to symbolically recognize supporters of Andrew Yang and/or his ideas presented 

throughout the 2020 presidential campaign.2 After all, what better way to showcase that one is an OG 

supporter of Yang2020 and universal basic income than an immutable and censorship-resistant souvenir 

token on a decentralized blockchain. 

Just like the Andrew Yang candidacy, this paper may seem humorous at first sight. However, it is very 

much a sincere and serious attempt to engage more people in the political process and discussion over 

issues like democracy dollars, universal basic income, and human-centered capitalism.3 And in doing so, 

hopefully help more people learn about blockchain technology, one step at a time. 

Yes, it looks unorthodox, but as the man himself said: 

As the parent of an autistic child I believe that atypical is the new normal and that seeing things 

differently can help us all move forward. 

 

First Things First 

While the original use case is a recognition token for supporters, we hope this project will be the start of 

something bigger and will encourage the development of blockchain solutions for implementing Yang’s 

policies, such as distributing and tracking democracy dollars or the freedom dividend. There is so much 

 
1 Original draft date; Last revised October 20, 2019 
2 Yang Dividend and the Andrew Yang Coin are used interchangeably as a name for the MATH token. As an ERC20 
token, the Andrew Yang Coin is not technically a coin (i.e., having its own proprietary blockchain), but Andrew Yang 
is too cool for tokens, so we refer to MATH both as a token and a coin. The Yang Dividend Project is not affiliated 
with Andrew Yang or Yang2020. 
3 The list of reasonable policies is too long to present in this paper: promoting vocational training, term limits, zero 
carbon emissions, the American scorecard, lowering cost of educating doctors, ending the war on drugs, even 
eliminating the penny are among the many ideas that we believe need to enter the Overton window. 

http://www.yangdividend.com/
http://www.twitter.com/yangdividend
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energy around Yang’s candidacy that we can’t help ourselves but wanting to do more. But first things 

first.  

Secure the election.  

Proof of Yang 

Proof of Yang is the driving force of the Yang Dividend and the only way one can receive MATH from the 

Yang Dividend Project (other than an airdrop). 

Any person who has incurred any expenditures in the course of supporting or learning about Andrew 

Yang and/or his proposals like universal basic income, democracy dollars, the national scorecard, etc. 

(“Proof of Yang”) is eligible to receive a gift of at least 1,000 MATH per month as described below. 

Examples of Proof of Yang include: (a) donating to Yang2020 or any third-party organization supporting 

Andrew Yang, Universal Basic Income, or a related cause, (b) expenditures related to going to an Andrew 

Yang event, (c) expenditures related to hosting a meeting to discuss Andrew Yang’s campaign and ideas, 

etc. 

To receive the Yang Dividend, one must perform the following steps: 

1. Obtain Proof of Yang 

2. Send evidence of Proof of Yang (e.g., receipt) and an Ethereum wallet address using the form 

link found on www.yangdividend.com. You can open a free Ethereum address at 

www.MyEtherWallet.com. 

The Yang Dividend Project will then distribute tokens from the MATH available for distribution as 

follows: 

1. 1,000 MATH per month for every month since the submission of Proof of Yang until the later of: 

a. The end of the Andrew Yang Presidency, or 

b. Election Day 2020 

2. Any remaining tokens after the end of the period described in (1) above will be burned4 and 

permanently removed from circulation (#FeelTheBern, am I right?).  

Want more MATH?! Proof of Yang and Ethereum address will also be accepted on Twitter and will 

qualify for an additional “Twitter bonus” of 10,000 MATH. To get the bonus users must tweet their Proof 

of Yang and Ethereum address to @yangdividend (use hashtag #ProofOfYang). 

100% of the total supply of tokens is available for distribution. The Andrew Yang Dividend Project will 

not be retaining any tokens. Any undistributed tokens will #FeelTheBern and be taken out of circulation. 

The purpose of removing any undistributed tokens from the project is to ensure that MATH remains a 

decentralized phenomenon, powered by its users, and lacking any central authority once the distribution 

is completed. 

 
4 #FeelTheBern will be conducted by sending undistributed tokens to a burn address (the Ethereum null address), 
an address to which one can send assets, but from where they cannot be recovered because there is no known 
private key corresponding to that address. 

http://www.yangdividend.com/
http://www.myetherwallet.com/
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Remember, MATH will only be awarded to Yang supporters. If you have the vision to support Andrew 

Yang in this election cycle, you get a piece of recognition saved on the blockchain.  

Proof of Yang will be tracked on www.yangdividend.com.  

 

Proof of Yang Light 

To increase the reach and distribution of MATH and to recognize an even wider range of supporters, for 

instance people who have not incurred direct expenditures like a donation to the campaign, the Yang 

Dividend Project may decide to run one or more “airdrop” campaigns.  

To the extent such a campaign is executed, it will make a one-time distribution of 500 MATH to 

everyone who certifies that they have read and support at least one policy proposal on 

www.yang2020.com/policies/. 

 

Other Distribution Factors 

The Yang Dividend Project is not affiliated with Andrew Yang, Yang2020, nor his Presidential Campaign 

and all token are distributed as tokens of appreciation with no monetary value. Specifically, the Andrew 

Yang Project is giving these tokens away to recognize those in the general public who are actively 

participating in the political process. If you don’t get this, you should definitely consider voting for 

Andrew Yang. He is on a mission to MAKE AMERICA THINK HARDER!  

MATH will be distributed as long as there is MATH available for distribution. Once the total supply has 

been distributed no more tokens will be created nor distributed even if the above conditions are met. 

If a reasonable person would raise doubts about the legitimacy of the Proof of Yang submitted, tokens 

will not be awarded.  

 

Road Map 

August 2019:   White paper draft 

Q4 2019:   Create MATH token  

Create media and distribution infrastructure 

Q4 2019+:   Distribute Yang Dividend 

Q4 2019 – Q2 2020:  Register to Vote 

Q1 2020 – Q2 2020:  Vote in Primary Election 

November 3, 2020:  Vote in General Election 

Q4 2020+:   Burn undistributed tokens 

http://www.yangdividend.com/
http://www.yang2020.com/policies/
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Poll MATH holders how best to leverage the Yang Dividend Project to advance 

the ideas of universal basic income and human-centered capitalism going 

forward 

 

Math on MATH 

The below calculations show Proof of Yang that can be generated if we gifted all available tokens and if 

we assumed an average Proof of Yang of 50.  

Total number of tokens available for distribution: 3.141592653*10^9 

Average Proof of Yang per submission: 50 

Average Duration of Yang Dividend per submission: 50 months 

Amount of total expenditure that can be awarded =  

= {(3,141,592,653 MATH) / (1,000 MATH per supporter per month * 50 months)} * 50 = 3 million! 

 

Team 

You are kidding, right?!  

#YangGang2020. 
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Important Q&A 

Q. When will these tokens be issued? 

A. All tokens have already been created. 

Q. Why do I want to own this token? 

A. Pure pride of ownership.  

Q. Can I buy this token from you? 

A. No. This token is not an investment of money. We are not selling these tokens. We gift the tokens for 

free to supporters of broad ideas like Universal Basic Income or the Andrew Yang presidential candidacy. 

Q. I understand that you are giving these away for free, but I still need to show Proof of Yang to get 

some, so am I not paying you in some way for these? 

A. First, we do not benefit from any Proof of Yang, so no, you are not paying us for these… these are 

donations you made to a third-party (or maybe spent money buying a coffee with friends discussing 

human-centered capitalism) and we expect these expenditures / donations to be widely distributed (and 

just to be sure, any donation to The Yang Dividend Project does not qualify for Proof of Yang). 

Second, regardless of what Proof of Yang you submit, the Project does not differentiate in the amount of 

MATH it awards based on Proof of Yang; awarding MATH is clearly a symbolic gesture.  

Q. If I own this token, should I expect any profits? 

A. This token does not entitle you to any profits of any kind, nor there is any intent or expectation of 

such. It just makes some geeks feel cool. 

Also, just as a public service announcement… Andrew Yang supports Universal Basic Income. You sound 

like the kind of person who would be interested in that. 

Q. Is this token an investment in a common enterprise? 

A. This token is not an investment (Joe, is this you again?!). Also, we expect Proof of Yang to be widely 

distributed (e.g., dinner with friends), so there is nothing “common” about the MATH token. 

Q. Why are you asking and answering all these questions? You sound boring like all candidates not 

named Andrew Yang. 

A. Because we want to make sure we are super clear that MATH are not securities, nor an investment of 

any kind.   
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Technical Specifications and Token Information 

Basic Information: Andrew Yang Coin 

Also Known As: Yang Dividend 

Token Symbol: MATH 

Token Type: ERC-20 

Decimal Points Accepted: 2 

Initial Total Supply: 3.141592653*10^9 

Maximum Total Supply: 3.141592653*10^9 

Contract Address: 0xFA57ceA2F244C607e2ba7Ba258aF7Cb3D0eBD64F 

Creator Address: 0x7e13A214eDf5aF3CbEe77ad85e3Ea21B74C8d7dd 

Token Explorer: https://etherscan.io/token/0xfa57cea2f244c607e2ba7ba258af7cb3d0ebd64f 


